Vertical wall-mounted lift system
The Vertical Lift is the ideal solution for workplaces where several users work with a
single computer and where available space is very limited, as for example in a medical
environment.

This lift system lies extremely flat
on the wall and enables you to
place LCD monitor and keyboard
in the ergonomically correct
positions. If necessary the keyboard can be folded to the wall,
resulting in a wall clearance of only
10,2 cm.
You can pull the
keyboard out smoothly and
continuously
to
the optimal
position for use.
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The keyboard support can be pulled out
by up to 12.7 cm and can be folded up
through 90°. The extendable keyboard
support with slide-out mouse shelf on the
side are included in delivery.

See the world from a new vantage point.

Vertical wall-mounted lift system
Technical information:
monitor size up to 24”
weight of monitor and keyboard
between 2.3 and 13.6 kg
height can be adjusted up and down by
22.9 cm.

Introduction:
Due to increasing pressure to reduce costs in
hospitals while maintaining medical standards,
members of staff are discovering that flexible
mounting solutions can help them in achieving
better efficiency and effectiveness. The extensive
range of wall-mounting and attachment solution
products is helping them to organize computer
workplaces conforming to the strict criteria of the
health services.

inclination of the monitor can be
adjusted by 10°
exterior of the monitor can be cleaned
easily
steel structure is stable and long-lasting
2 year guarantee on the gas pressure
spring
5 year guarantee on all other
components

Why should you decide for this?
§ Facilitates your access to patient data wherever

needed
§ You work ergonomically correctly and thus guard

against health hazards of computer screen
usage
§ Saves space and is easy to use
§ Reduced

hardware

costs

due

to

anti-theft

safeguards
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§ Patient data can be viewed by and discussed with

several persons at once (colleagues, patient)
§ Customized solution based on your requirements

at any desired location
§ Promotion of hospital hygiene

.

